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Die Tagung stand unter der Leitung von R.Bieri (Frankfurt a.M.) und

K.W.Gruenberg (London) - wobei Karl Gruenberg krankheitshalber an der

Tagung selber nicht dabeisein konnte.

Der überwiegende Teil der Vorträge (inkl. je ein Übersichtsvortrag)

läßt sich einem der folgenden vier Themenkreise zuordnen:

1. Cohomologie mit Gruppenringkoeffizienten: Verfeinerungen und Verall

gemeinerungen der Struktursätze von Hopf und Stallings über Grupoen G

mit B
I

CG; ~G) * o. Anwendungen auf Gruppen mit Poincare-Dualität, ins

besondere für die Dimension 2.

2. Relationenmoduln: Fragen betreffend Isomorphie und Zerlegbarkeit von

minimalen Relationsmoduln.

3. Komolexität und Cohomologiering von Moduln: Weitreichende Verallgemei

nerung der Sätze von Quillen über den Cohomologiering H*{GiK) einer' end

lichen Gruppe.

4. Endlichkeitsbedingungen: Virtuell endlic~e cohomologlsche Dimension

sowie Existenz von endlichenPmsentierungen und endlich erzeugten pro

jektiven Auflösungen.

Weitere Vorträge beschäftigten sich mit der Cohomologie von glgebraischen

und endlichen Gruppen, mit der Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre Spectralreihe .und

mit Fragestellungen aus der K-Theorie.
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Die Gelegenheit zu intensivem Gedankenaustau~chwurde eifrig benutzt 

nur selten war einer der dafür vorgesehenen Räume nicht belegt .. Und schon

während der Tagung selbst manifestierte sich der erste sichtbare Erfolg!

B.Eckmann und P.Linnell konnten zeigen, "daß es keine perfekten 2-dimen

sionalen Poincare-Dualität-Gruppen gibt. Damit ist jetzt die PD
2
-vermu

tung in voller Allgemeinheit bewiesen; d.h., es gilt

Satz. Jede 2-dimensionale Poineare-Dualität-Gruppe ist isomorph zur

Fundamentalgruppe einer geschlossenen Fläche.

Vortragsauszüge

H.ABELS: Finite presentability of generalized arithmetic groups

The problem whieh S-arithmetic groups are finitely presentable is solved

for arbitrary algebraic groups G over a number field k by reducing it first

to the question of compact presentability of G(K) for certain loeal fields

K over k (Kneser, ereIle 1964), then passing to a maximal K-split solvable

subgroup (Borel-Tits lHES 1965) and finally giving necessary and sufficient

conditions for this ease as follows.

Theorem. Let G = Tp< U be a K-split solvable algebraic group, K a local

field of characteristic o. Then G{K) is compactly presentable iffthe following

two conditions hold

1) 0 is not a positive linear combination of two roots of T on u
ah

(u = Lie algebra of U)

•

•
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2) There is no K-split solvable algebraic group H such that

N ,... H G

with 0 * N central in Hand H/H" -+ GIG".

-.
J.L.ALPERIN: Complexity of modules

The complexity of a module for a group algebra is a measure of the rate

of growth of resolutionsof the module. A survey is given of the theory

that has develop~d around this definition and the applications of the

theory. The dominant themes are calculation of this invariant in terms

of elementary abelian subgroups and placing the theory in a geometrical

context.

R.ALPERIN: Cohomological dimension of linear groups

Let A be a finitely generated ring of characteristic zero. Let 0 be the

ring of integers in the field K which is the algebraic closure ofQ in

the fraction field F of A. There are discrete valuations v
1

, •.. ,v
m

of F

with valuation rings 0 so that
vi m

A n n 0 c o.
i=l vi

For any group r C GLn(A) we obtain by the action of r on Tits' buildings'

T(pn, 0 ) a decomposition of r which enables one to determine the virtual
vi

cohomological dimension of r as follows
4

vcd(r) ~ m(n-1) + cA + Nr + [KiQ]n ,

where Nf = sup{vdc(r ) Ir a unipotent subgroup} and cA is constant depending
u 4 u

only on A, and [KiQ]n is abound on the virtual cohomol~gical dimension of

.subgroups of GLn(A) all of whose elements have characteristic polynomials

with algebraic integer coefficients.

G.AVRUNIN: Quillen stratification for modules

Let G be a finite group and k a fixed algebraically closed field of

characteristic p > o. If P is odd, let HG be the subring of H*(G,k) con

sisting of elements of even degreei take HG = H*(G,k) if P = 2. HG is a

finitely generated commutative k-algebra, and we let V
G

denote its affine

variety Max HG. If M is any finitely generated kG-module, the cohomology

variety VG(M) of M may be defined as the largest support in VG of H*~G,L e M),

where L is any kG-module. A module L with each irreducible kG-module as a

direct summand will do.
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D.Quillen proved a number of beautiful results relating V
G

to the varieties

V
E

associated with the elementary abelian p-subgroups E of G, culrninating

in his stratification theorem. This theorem gives a piecewise description of

V
G

in terms of the subgroup E and their normalizers in G. In this paper, we

prove a stratification theorem for the cohomology variety VG(M). A key step

in the argument is the proof of a conjecture of J.Carlson regarding VG(M)

for E elementary. We are also able to generalize several of Quil1en's other

results to the module case.

F.R.BEYL: The spectral sequence of a group extension

There are various spectral sequences describing the cohomology of an ex

tension group G in terms of the cohomology of anormal subroup N and the

corresponding factor group GIN. These spectral sequenees were believed to

be the nsamen, although some properties are immediate with on construetion

and are hard to prove with another. We give explieit isomorphisrns between

the cartan-Leray(-Serre}" the Hoehschild-Serre, and the Grothendieck con

structions. The first two spectral sequenees are isomorphie even as spectral

rings. (An isomorphism of the additive structures has already been"

established by L.Evens, we give an independent proof.) The corresponding

result for homology also holds and the proof carries over. The details have

appeared in:Bull.Sci.Math.Ser. (2) ~ (1981), 417-434. D.W.Barnes has

further results in this direction.

R.BIERI: on the cokernel of res: H
l (G;~G) ~ Gl(S;~G)

Let G be a finitely generated infinite group, ~ = {Sl' ... 'SrnJ a finite

family of finitely generated infinite subgroups of G, and let C denote the
1 1

ookernel of the restrietion map res: H (G;~G) ~ H (~;~G).

Theorem." If G is accessible then C is free-Abelian of rank 0, 1 or 00,

except when G is infinite cyclic in which ease rkC can attain any positive

integer.

(The freeness of C is due to Heinz Müller). One can give a complete

classification of the three cases rkC = 0, 1, 00 in terms of the structure

of (G;~).

•

•
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K.S~ BROWN: Finiteness conditions.on groups .

A group G is said to be of type FPnif the G-module ~ admits a'projective

resolution (Pi)i>O with Pi finitely generated for i ~ n. Suppose X is

a contractible G~CW-complex such that the ~sotropy group Go is of type

FPn-dima for each cella of X. If X/G has finite n-skeleton, it is well

known that G is of type FP
n

• This is generalized as follows: If X is a

directed union of G-invariant subcomplexes Xa(CXED) such that- X /G has

finite n-skeleton, then G is of type FP
n

if for all i < n the direct

system (H'. (X~) } of reduced homology groups is essentially zero.- .
1. \.A. aEO

Examples and applications involving matrix groups are obtained via the theory.

of buildings.

J.F. CARLSON: The cohomology ring of a module

Let G be a finite group and let K be an algebraically closed field of

characteristic p > O. Let M be a fini tely generated KG-module. It is~

known that a homogeneous element in the cohomology ring Ext~G(M,M), is

nilpotent if and only if its restrietion to every.elementary abelian·

p-subgroup of G is nilpotent. We present an analog to .this theorem.for

elementary abelian p-groups.

Suppose that E = <Xl' ... ,x;? is elementary abe~·ian -.-of:. order pO. F6r any
n

a = (al' ••. ,an) E K , let u
a

= ·1 + Lai (x
i
-1) . -Then u

a
i5 a unit of

order p in KG. The variety of M, V (M) c K
n

is·· the set consisting 'of 0
E -

and of all a such that M is not free as a K<Ua} -module. An'element

uE Ext
KE
t

(M,M) is nilpotent if and only if its restrietion to Extt <" >(M,M)
K ~fX

is nilpotent for a~l a EV(M).

The theorem can be used to characterize the radical'of Ext~~:(M,M). in" terms

of the restriction homomorphisms. The radical is proved·to be a nilpotent

ideal.

T.DIETHELM: Uber die Cohomologie von Gruppen mit p-Länge- 1.

Sei k = Wp ' G eine endliche Gruppe mit pi IGI, und sei A ein einfacher

kG-Mcx:1ul.

Frage: Wann ist Hn(G,A) nicht trivial?

Satz: Sei G = 0p'P p'p G, und sei A ein einfacher kG-Modul, dann existie

ren unendlich viele n E ~ mit Hn(G,A) * O.
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Der Beweis beginnt mit dem Fall G = 0 t t G (p-Länge l ).Dabei wird die
p p.p

Operation einer pi-Gruppe Q auf dem Cohomologiering einer p-Gruppe P un-

tersucht. Das geschieht mit Hilfe der Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre Spektral

reihe. Mit einer langen exakten Sequenz wird der Fall G = 0pt
p

plp G auf

M.T. DUNWOODY: Ends of groups and graphs

Stallings proved that if G is a finitely generated group aroH- (GiZG) * 0,

then G splits over a finite subgroup.

Two generalizations of this theorem were presented. The first dealt with

a group G actinq on a graph X. As a consequence it can be shown that if

G\X is finite and X has more than one end, then G splits over a subgroup

which contains an edge stabili~r as a subgroup of finite index.

The second generalization dealt with infinitely generated groups. As a

consequence of this generalization one can pro~e the following theorem.

THEOREM: For an arbitrary G, J (G,ZG) * 0 if and only.if either G is

countably infinite and locally finite or G splits over a finite subgroup.

den Fall G 0plp pi G zurückgeführt.

•

B.ECKMANN: Groups and Poincare Duality

Survey talk on the concept of Poincare Duality for groups, patterned after

Poincare Duality for compact manifolds, and its generalization (dualizing

module C instead of ~ ) •

Examples: Free proper actions of a group G on Rn wi th compact fundamental

domain or such that ~/G is the interior of a. compact d-rnanifold.

Cri teria for Poincare Duali ty and general Duali ty, Endpointgroups H
i

(G; Zl G') ,

extension theorems.

Problem: 15 a Poincare Duality group of dirn n(PD
n

) the fundamental group

an spherical manifold? Case n = 2 (Eckmann-Müller 1981): Yes, if either

ßl > 0 or Type FF is assumed. Application: Nielsen realization problem in a

special case. - For the IIvirtual rt analogue one has (Eckmann-Müller 1981):

A virtual PD
2

_gp with ~ > 0 is a motion group of the Euclidean or Hyper

bolic plane with compact fundamental domain (modulo a finite normal subgroup).

- - ----------- ---------------------------------
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E.M. FRIEDLANDER: Descrete cohomology· of topological groups

We describe conjectures predicting the cohoroology öf various groups with

finite, constant coefficients. The simplest class of groups which we con

sider are real Lie groups: what is the relationship between the cohomology

of such a group viewed first as a topological group and then as a discrete

group. We next consider the rational points of a reductive algebraic grouo

over an algebraically closed field. Further. much more qeneral groups are

also considered.

D.GILDENHUYS: The cohomology of solvable groups

My talk will be areport on my joint work with. Ralph Strebel on the co

~amological dimension cdRG of a solvable group G over a commutative ring

R with 0 * 1. If G is countable and its Hirsch number hG equnls cdQG, then

hG = CdQG for every homomorphic image G of G. If hG CdQG < 00 and G is

nilpotent-by-abelian, then G is finitely generated. We conjecture that if

G is torsion-free and hG = Cd
Q

< 00, then G must be constructible. We have

succeeded in reducing this conjecture to the case where G is a semi-direct

product of a torsion-free abe~ian group A of finite rank d-l and a free

abelian group <t
1

, ... ,t
n

) on finitely many generators t
1

, ... ,t
n

. We have

derived, for this case, an explicit formula for Hn+d(G,X), where

X = Q(G/ <t
1

, ... ,t
n
» and R = Q, by means of which we prove that cdQG > hG

if G is Abels' finitely presented group, or if G is nilpotent-by-infinite

cyclic and not constructible.

J.R.J.GROVES: Metabelian groups with finitely generated integral homology

It has become clear in r~cent years. that the relationship between the

structure of a group and the structure of its homology is, in the more

general cases tenuous. For sufficiently restricted classes of groups,

however, there seems to be more hope for relationships between these

structures. In this paper the structure of finitely generated metabelian

groups for which the integral homology groups of every dimension are finitely

generated, is investigated. Under the condition that the group is a split

extension of one abelian group by another, it is shown that the group has

finite abelian-section rank. It is unknown whether thiscondition of being

a split extension is necessary.
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K.J.HORADAM: The cup coproduct and cup product of a combinatorially

aspherical group

It is shown that there exists a cup coproduct which gives the homology

modules of eertain groups with trivial coefficients in suitable cyclic

groups the structure of a commutative .graded co-ring. For combinatorially

aspherieal presentations, this cup coproduct is calculated from a diagonal

approximation on the Lyndon resolution. It is computable in terms of first

and second order Fox derivatives alone. As a corollary the.cup product for

aspherical groups with these coefficients is obtained.

H. SCHNEEBEL I

J. HOWIE:

1 .. Teil
: Homological properties of locally indicable groups

2.Teil

The class of (locally) indicable groups was intr?duced by Higman in his

study of units and zero divisors "in group rings. The class of conservative

groups was defined by Adams in his work on Whitehead's asphericity problem.

Finally the elass of D-groups was introduced by Strebel to study derived

series by hamological means ..

We show that these three classes all coincide .. We also prove a mo~ p version,

~d for any abelian group A we classify groups conservative over A in terms

of loeal p-indicability for various primes p.

We apply these results to prove the non-existence of perfeet projective

2Z G-modules for a large class of groups G..

There are also topological applications, mainly centeri~around the problem

of Whitehead mentioned above.

N.BABEGGER: Relative cohomology of group extensions

Let 1 - N - G - Q -+ 1 be an extension of groups. Let A be aG-module, AN the •

set fixed by N. Let C*(G,A) denote the normalized inhomogeneous cochain

camplex. Hochschild-Serre, Cohomology of group extensions, TAMS 1953, define

a map 1: Cn(G,A) -+ 6) cE (G,Cq(N,A» "using. shuffles which gives rise to
p+q=N

i: p+q~n eP(G,~(N,A»

Cn(G,AN
)

Denote by L*(G,N;A) image 1.

Theorem ~ ::~::b) -+ L* (G,N";A) induces an isomorphism on homology.
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It'is easy to see that the group XExtG(N,A) of erossed extensions, $tudied
. . 2 ", .

by John Rateliffe and Johannes Huebsehmann, is isomorphie to H (L*(G,Ni A»

and henee, by the theorem, to H2 (Q,Gi A), the homology of C* (G,A) '. - '. ,

C* (Q,AN ) . '.

Theorem. There'is a speetral sequenee

~,q = {HP (QO,Hq(N,A» qq > 00 _
- HP+q(Q,Gi A ).

. ~. ;-: : . ~ .-
J.HUEBSCHMANN: Cohomologie of GL(F

q
> and other elassieal groups

Let Fq denote the field with q = pn elements, w~e~e p is a pri~e, and d~n~te

by GL (lFq> the union of the aseending sequence GL 1 t.Fq) c GL2 (lFq) , .'

Furthermore let ~q denote the q'th Adams operation in eomplex K-theory, and

denote by F~q ~he fibre of the map ~-1: BU ~ BU. It has been prove~ by

Quillen that there is a map BGL(~ > ~ F~q which extend~ to a homotop~
q

equivalence BGL(F)+ pqfli here "+It is Quillen'splus eonstruction. The

purpose of the taik is to present a descriptiori o·~ '~e CO!"t0inology"O'f F~ with

coeffieients in a large elass of rings R, including the integers ~ and the
4 ~ .... • ~ r - \ •• ' ••••• ~·4 'I

rings ~ /1, where 1 is an arbi trary number. The me.tho~ is to .eonstruet ~

small model for the (singular) chains of P'P
q

, an'd 'the~ to" eonstruet. cocyc'les

in the small model. This leads to explieit formulas for the 'coh~mology of

P'l8 and henee that of GL ~ ).
q , '..:';.. --~

Similar results can be obtained for the group SL~. ), and in the sympletie
q , .: ~ ':," ,'.

and orthogonal eases i in the orthogonal cases the methods devel~ped-- ·..·s·o-

far only apply if 2 is invertible in the ground ring R .

• • : ... 4 ... ~ f t

W.KIMMERLE: Sounds for the gap of a finite grou~ " :. ~ .-,

Let G be a finite group. The gap of G is the difference between d(G)~ the

minimal number of generators of G, and dG(g:,

generators of its integral augmentation ideal

K.W.Roggenkamp has shown that gap(G) coincides.with the presenta~i?n. r~nk

of G. The following cohomological eriterion is due to K. Gruenberg.", .

gap(G) ~ n'<=IH
1

(G,S) I < ISld(Gl-n-l;s V simple 2Z G-modules S'. Wh~~'~ .~~~ is

1 or 0 according as S is not, or is a trivial module. Mo~e~~e~.. t~~ ~~~~le

modules that have to be tested all arise as split abelian ehief factors
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within G itself. The results in this direction depend on the cohomology

sequence determined by a group extension 1 ~ N G ~ GIN ~ 1. In contrast

to this the following results are obtained using cohomology relative to

arbitrary subgroups.

Denote by d(G,H) the minimal number of elements, which is needed to generate

G together with the subgroup B, and by lT(G.) the set of primes dividing the

order of G.

•
1) Assume that each nonabelian compositionfactor of G is generated by two of.

its 2-Sylowsubgroups and that there exists an odd prime q such that

d
G

(9) = d G(9/Q9}, then, if S E sy12{G),

d(G) - d{G,S} ~gap(G) ~ d(G) - d{G,S) - 1.

2) Assume there exists p,q E lT(G} such that each nonabelian compositionfactor of

G is generated by two of its p-Sylowsubgroups and generated by two of its

q-Sylowsubgroups, then exists T E sylp{G) U Sylq(G) such that

d(G) - d(G,T) ~ gap(G) ~ d{G} - d{G,T) - 1.

P.A.LINNELL: Accessibility of groups

Let G be a finitely generated group and suppose BI (G,~G) * O. Then a celebrated

theorem of Stallings states that G splits over a finite subgroup; that is we

may write G = A*FB(A * F * B) or G = A*F (HNN extension) with F finite. If

Hl(A,~A) * 0, then A itself splits over a finite subgroup. I will be concerned

with whether this process of splitting roust always come to a stop after a finite

number of steps, .~d the proof of the following theorem will be sketched.

Theorem. Let G be a fi~itely generated group. If the finite. subgroups of G

have bounded order, then G is accessible.

•Sei K ein globaler Funktionenkörper, 0 C kein S-arithmetischer Ring, G eine
_ 5

reduktive algebraische k-Matrizengruppe und r = G{Os) die zugehörige S-arith

metische Gruppe. Thema des Vortrages ist die endliche Präsentierbarkeit von r
bzw. die {FP)n-Eigenschaften (n E N).Ergebnisse: SL

2
(Os) e.präs. ~ Isl ~ 3;

n ~ 4 => GLn(Os) e.präs. Clsl = 1); G eine einfacbe Chevelleygruppe, -nicht von

Typ G
2

: Rang G ~ 3 => G(Fq[t) ist endlich präsentiert; Rang G > 2 => GOFq[t,t-
1

])

ist endlich präsentiert; Rang G = 2 => G(Fq[t]) nicht endlich präsentiert.

G.MC HARDY: Endlichkeitseigenschaften S-arithmetischer Gruppen

Ferner gilt: Wenn S ; {w}<lsl= 1) und kw die Kornplettierung von k an der Stelle
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2 ~ G(Os) ist nicht endlichRang
k

G
w

W ist, G klassisch und Rang
k

G

präsentiert.

Stuhler zeigte: PGL2 (Os) ist vom Typ (FP) 151-1' aber nicht vom Typ (FP) 151·
Für die Gruppen SL

3
gilt: SL3~q[t] ) ist endlich erzeugt, aber nicht fast

endlich präsentiert, wenn IFq die Dimension r > 2 über. seinem Primkörper hat.

•
B.PARSHALL: Cohomology of algebraic and finite groups

This lecture will survey the work done on the cohomology of algebraic groups

and related finite groups. Emphasis will be on recent results of Friedlander

Parshall.

J.G.RATCLIFFE: Euler characteristics of 3-manifold groups and d~screte

subgroups of SL(2,C).

In this paper, it is shown that every finitely generated 3-manifold fundamental

group G has a rational Euler·characteristic X(G); moreover, it is shown that

X(G) measures t~e size of G in some sense. This is applied to show that every

finitely generated discrete subgroup of SL(2,C) or PSL(2,C~ has a Euler

characteristic.

Also, it is shown that if r is a finitely generated discrete subgroup.of

SL(2,C), then SL(2,~)/r has finite invariant volume if and only if X(f) °
and r is not virtually abelian.

Also, it is shown that every finitely generated 3-manifold group G.with·

X(G) < 0 is SQ-universal, that is, every countable group can be embedded as

a subgroup of a quotient of G. This implies that every finitely generated

nonelementary Kleinian group is SQ-universal.

1\
is conjugation by a unit in Q G followed by a

p

1\

a is conjugation by a unit in 7l G followed by a
p

consider the following
1\ 1\
7Z G~2Z H~Gc::!H

P P 1\

If a. E Aut (~ G), there
p

groupautornorphism.
1\

If a. E Aut (~ pG), then

groupautomorphism.

IP:

K.U.ROGGENKAMP: Isomorphisms and automorphisms of integral group rings

(A preliminary report on joint work with L.L.Scott) Let G be a finite p-group,
1\

implications: (~p are the p-adic. integers)and

SR:

ZC:

Proposition: Given an exact sequence 1 ~ A ~ G ~ G~ 1 with A abelian. Assume
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IP, ZC and SR for G, then G has ZC and IP. (These hypotheses are satisfied

for G. Dihedral 2-qroups. (Endo, Miyata Sekiguchi, R-S) Quaternion groups

(R-S) and Galois action groups Cpn J Cprn (Sekiguchi, R-S). By induction the

problem is reduced to showing that a map of non-abelian cohomology groups is

trivial.

Conjecture (official): SR holds for nilpotent class 2 groups

Conjecture 2 (inofficial): SR holds for p-groups. (We hope to make this

official seen). •L.SCOTT: 1) Cohomology rings of infinitesimal groups , 2) Transfer and stability

for nonabelian eohomology

In 1) I discuss reeeht work of myself and a student, Ronnie Crane, toward

understanding the cohomology rings H*(U,k) where U is the algebraie group

of uppertriangular n x n matrices with 1's on the diagonal, or one of its

infinitesimal subgroups. I hope also to eompare and eontrast this theory

with corresponding theories for discrete groups. The eoeffieient domain k

here is in general an algebraically elosed field ef charaeteristie p.

2) ferms part of same joint work with Michael Asehbacher on maxim~l subgroups

of finite groups. A theorem analogaus to Shapiro's lemma for abelian eohomology

i5 established in the nonabelian case, as weIl as a related result eharacterizing

the image of a restrietion map in terms of conjugation stability. There are

direct and indirect applications to the theory of maximal subgroups.

R.STREBEL: A geometrie invariant for modules over an abelian group

Let R be a commutative ring with 1 * 0, let Q be a free abelian group of rank

n > 1 and let Adenote a finitely generated RQ-module. Identify Q with the

standard lattiee ~n C Rn via 6: Q ~ ~n. Given a unit vector n E sn-1 =R,

put ~ {q E Q I u,6q > oJ. This Qu is an abelian monoid; let RQu =RQ

denote its monoid algebra. Then the geometrie invariant L C Sn-1 is defined
A-

by

{u E Sn-l!A stays f.g. when viewed as an RQ -module}.
-u

This geometrie invariant has been introduced by R.Bieri (Frankfurt) and myself

(Proc.LMS(3) 42 (1980), 439-64) to characterize finitely presented metabelian

groups. The invariant has been further studied by the same authors in (Crelle

322 (1981), 170-89) and (J.Pure Appl.Alg., to appear) and also by R.Bieri and

J.Groves (Proc.LMS; to appear). It is closely related to the logarithmic limit

set introdueed by G.M. Bergmann (Trans.AMS 157 (1971) ,459-69).
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CB.B.THOMAS: K-theory of classifying spaces for arithmetic groups

For the arithmetic group SL(n,~) it is an easy consequence of ~he congruence
. even .

subgroup theorem that the, subr~ng of H (SL (n,~ ) ,~) generated by Chern

classes is actually generated by {C
2k

(1T
n

)},. for, t;he n,atural representation lTn
of SL(n,~) in SL(n,C}, and by classes inflated up from finite quotients. Since

the ehern ring "almost equals" the infinite cycles in the ~tiyah-Hi:r:zepruch

spectral sequence, this example suggests that the compact part of K(~r) may be

easier to calculate than H* (Bf , ~) for n sui table n arithmetic gro~ps. ~he

purpose of this talk is to explore analogues of the classi~al ~somor~~ism

an: R(f)n ~ K(Bf) (f finite) and of Tate-Farrell cohom~logy in K-~heory.

T.WILLIAMS: Relation modules of finite groups

(Report on joint work with W.Kimmerle)

Let G be a finite group and denote by Roa minimal relation module. I~

d(G) ~ 3 er ~G satisfies the Eichler condition, and (ß R ) ~ Ae~G for seme
1 0

n , then. there is only the isomorphism class of minimal relation modules. Let

~ denote the class of groups for which (2 R ) ~. Ae~G for seme n.
1 0

Theorem. (Kimmerle-Williams) If G is a finite simple group such that

G = <xl ••. x n Ix~ = '1, ••• > G nonabelian than G E CL

This result forms part of the basis of the following result, under the

assumption of the simple group classification.

Theorem. (Aschbacher-Guralnick) G finite, M faithful irreducible module then

IB1
(G,ro) I<Iml· _..

Corollary.lf G is simple group, then G E ~.

The most general result can be expressed as: -

Theorem. (Kimmerle-Williams). Suppose G ~ P, P * 1, P 4 G, P = [p,p) and

everv abelian chief factor of P is cyclic, and either G/P E [or d(G) > d(G/P).

then GEer.

This result covers Alt(n), Sym(n), all finite Chevellay groups and all

L ~ Aut(simple) L ~ simple, such that L/simple is cyclic. If the abelian

chief factors of P are not cyclic there is a theorem of Kimmerle about the

existence of infinitely many perfect groups « ~.

P.T.WEBB: Relation modules of infinite groups

We give a survey of recent results concerning the isomorphism and decomposition

problems for relation modules of infinite groups.
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These are problems

1. given two relation modules R
1

and R
2

arising from presentations· of a

group G by a fixed free group F, do we have R
1
~ R

2
as ~G-modules?

2. If R is a minimal relation module for G, can we have a ~G-module

decomposition R = AIDB?

P.T.WEBB: Calculating cohomology from Iocal subgroups

We obtain formulae reducing the cohomology of a finite group G to the

cohomology of certain of its local subgroups. The general expression

involves P.Hall's Möbius function for the lattice of subgroups of G.

In particular cases one has, in effect, to determine some of its values,

and but for straightforward cases this can be quite laborious. The best

application I have made so far is a calculation of the 2-part Gf the

cohomology of PSL(3,q), q odd. In addition there are formulae for some

easier groups.

Berichterstatter: G. McHardy
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